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✖ Talking on the phone

✖ Giving a business presentation
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✖ Case study
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growth: what you should know

✖ Video corner

What is a multinational corporation?

ADDITIONAL VIDEO Alina, 11 years, CEO and founder

of Zolly Candy

PROFESSIONALLY VALUED SKILLS

21st century competencies

✖ Communication and public speaking

✖ Creative and critical thinking

✖ Digital competence

✖ Leadership and entrepreneurship

✖ Social responsibility

✖ Team working

eBook

✖ TO GO DEEPER

Google company (USA): the future drives...

without driver! Here’s to you Google Car

concept!

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOAL 8

SECTION 1
Business, finance and marketing

THE WORLD
OF BUSINESS1
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1 THE WORLD
OF BUSINESS

What is a business?
A business is an organisation or economic system where goods and services are exchanged in order
to make a profit*. Businesses can be privately owned, not-for-profit or state-owned.

*Source: businessdictionary

 A Business organisation
Types of business organisations

Sole traders
A sole trader is the simplest and most common type of business. Sole traders are a self-employed
people who own, run and are legally responsible for all aspects of their business. They have
unlimited liability, which means that they are personally responsible for all the company’s debts.
A sole trader has complete control over his/her business and is under no obligation to share the
profits with anyone. However, if the business fails, he/she will bear all the risks and can lose all his
personal assets.
Examples of sole traders are electricians, carpenters, free-lance consultants, hairdressers, bakers
and shop owners.

GLOSSARY

Assets: beni
Liability: responsabilità
Sole trader: ditta individuale
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1. Answer the questions.

a What is the main difference between a sole trader and a partnership?

b Do limited and unlimited partnerships have similar liability?

c In a limited partnership, who are the so called “sleeping partners”?

2. VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT Match each word with its definition.

a Own 1 Divide in parts

b Debts 2 Money gained from a business or transaction

c Share 3 The wealth owned or used in business

d Profits 4 Possess or hold as one’s own

e Capital 5 Something that is owed

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Communication and public speaking • Creative and critical thinking

3. SPEAKING Explain in your own words to the class the advantages and disadvantages of

sole trading/partnership.

Partnerships
A partnership is an agreement between parties, known as partners,
who work jointly to run a business together. The partners share the
responsibility of running the business and contribute to the initial
capital. There are two main types of partnership:
✖ Unlimited or ordinary partnership: all partners are involved in the managing of the

business and are liable for losses.
✖ Limited partnership: not all partners take an active role in running the business. Only one

partner is liable for losses, while the other partners, called “sleeping partners” are liable only
for the amount of money they invest.

Some of the advantages of a partnership are:
✖ Fewer legal obligations
✖ Better decision-making (two or more heads are

better than one)
✖ Ownership and control are shared
✖ The more partners there are, the more money there

may be available to invest into the business

There are also some disadvantages:
✖ A business partnership has no independent legal

existence distinct from the partners
✖ Unlimited liability for at least one partner
✖ There may be potential conflicts among the partners

relating to the strategic direction of the business
✖ Slower and more difficult decision making
✖ Profits must be shared

GLOSSARY

Losses: perdite
Partnership: società
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1 THE WORLD
OF BUSINESS

4. VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT Match the following verbs with the corresponding nouns.

a To go 1 shares

b To buy 2 the company

c To receive 3 the business

d To own 4 the decisions

e To take 5 bankrupt

f To invest in 6 profits

5. Decide if the following statements are True or False, then correct the false statements.

a Joint-stock company and limited company are not synonyms. T F

b The shareholders of a limited company are the owners of the company. T F

c Shareholders run the company together with the board of directors. T F

d In case of bankrupcy, shareholders may lose the capital they have invested in the business. T F

e Private limited companies are the most common form of limited company. T F

f Private limited companies can be quoted on the stock exchange. T F

g Public limited companies can only sell their shares with the permission of the other shareholders. T F

Limited companies
A limited company, or joint-stock company, is a type of business
structure that has a legal existence separate from its initial investors.
The shareholders, who have bought shares in the company are
therefore its owners. Shareholders receive part of the company’s
profits as a dividend. They own the company but do not manage
it. It is the board of directors who takes all the decisions about
the company. The policies decided by the Board are carried out
by the Managing Director or Chief Executive Officer (CEO). If a
company goes bankrupt, shareholders are only liable for the capital
they have invested in the business. The profit of each shareholder is
proportional to the amount of shares they own. Limited companies
can be private or public.

Private limited company

Private limited companies (abbreviated Ltd) are a type of privately
held small business entity. They are by far the most common form of
limited company. They can sell shares privately to people (a maximum
of 50), but cannot be quoted on the stock exchange. Shares can be sold
only by agreement with the other shareholders. The minimum share
capital for a private limited company is £ 1 in the UK. Well over 95% of
limited companies in the UK are “private”.

Public limited company

Public limited companies (abbreviated Plc) can be quoted on the stock exchange and can freely
sell shares to the public. They have a minimum share capital of £ 50,000.
Compared to other types of companies, public limited companies are more complex to set up and
to manage, since they are usually very large.

GLOSSARY

Bankrupt: bancarotta
Board of directors:
consiglio di
amministrazione
Dividend: dividendo
Policy (pl. policies):
politica, linea di condotta
Shareholders: azionisti
Shares: azioni
Stock exchange: borsa
valori
Private limited company:
società a responsabilità
limitata (S.r.l.)
Public limited company:
società per azioni (S.p.a.)
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Cooperative societies
A cooperative is a non-profit-making private
business organisation that is owned and
controlled by the people who run it, who
are at the same time both members and
customers. Their aim is to economize by
jointly producing, buying or selling goods,
returning the profits to the members. The
capital of a cooperative society is provided by
the members, usually in the form of dividends.
The most common types of cooperatives
include workers’ cooperatives, consumers’
cooperatives, and producers’ cooperatives.

Franchising

Franchising can be defined as a method of
distributing products or services. It is an
arrangement which involves two people:
the franchisor, who establishes the brand’s
trademark or trade name and a business
system, and the franchisee, who pays a
royalty and often an initial fee for the right to
do business under the franchisor’s name and
system. The contract which binds the two
parties is called the “franchise”. Usually the
franchisor is a big and a well-known company.
Some examples are the Italian brands
Intimissimi and Calzedonia, the American
brands Dunkin’ and McDonald’s.

6. Complete the sentences with the missing words.

a A cooperative is owned and controlled by the people

who run it, that is its ………………….. and ……………………..

b The …………. of a cooperative is to economize by jointly

producing, buying or selling goods, in order to return

the …………………….. to its members.

c Franchising is an arrangement between a

……………………….. and a ………………………..

d The “franchise” is the ………………………….. which binds the

franchisor and the franchisee.

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Leadership and entrepreneurship

• Communication and public speaking • Team working

7. SPEAKING Work in group. If you were interested in

starting your own company, which form of organisation

would you choose? Give reasons to support your

answer.

8. LISTENING TRACK 01 – Listen to the story of the

company EasyJet, then chose the most appropriate

answer.

a EasyJet is…

o French

o American

o British

b EasyJet was founded in…

o 2015

o 1995

o 2016

c The company offers flights to…

o 32 countries

o 450 airports

o 70 countries

d The company offers…

o “all-inclusive” services

o checked baggage free of charge

o no services

e EasyJet is competitive because..

o it does not allow luggage on board

o it does not give food on board

o customers can choose the services they want

f Having a “flexi” ticket allows you to...

o travel for free

o change your ticket if needed

o eat for free

GLOSSARY

Aim: scopo, obiettivo
Bind (to): legare
Customers: clienti
Fee: commissione
Trademark: marchio registrato
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1 THE WORLD
OF BUSINESS

9. What organisational structure do the following statements refer to? Complete the table.

Workers are divided into groups considering their

specific skills and knowledge.

The decision making power is shared, so that

decisions can be taken faster.

Each segment of the structure corresponds to

particular products, services or markets.

Each employee is directly supervised by another

employee above him/her, who is in turn

supervised by another higher in hierarchy.

Each group works around a precise project. Each

employee has well-defined functions.

The organisational structure of a company
The organisational structure of a company describes how the company arranges people and
jobs to reach its goals, encouraging productivity and an appropriate working environment,
so that all company teams can work cooperatively and efficiently together. There are many
types of organisational structures, usually shown in the form of a chart, which is the graphical
representation of the company’s structure and whose purpose is to illustrate the reporting
relationships and chains of command within the organisation.

Types of organisational structures:

✖ Hierarchical structure. In this type of structure, the chain of command looks like a
pyramid with a large base of employees directly supervised by the smaller level above them,
who are in turn supervised by the level above them, continuing on to the top ranking officer
such as the company President or CEO.

✖ Functional structure. This type of structure is based on an organisation divided into
smaller groups arranged on workers’ specific skills and knowledge.

✖ Divisional structure. In this type of structure, workers are split into segments that
correspond to particular products, services or markets. This kind of structure is suitable for
very big companies such as multinationals.

✖ Matrix structure. In this type of structure, the reporting relationships are set up as a grid,
or matrix, rather than in the traditional hierarchy. Groups of worker are organised around
a specific project, with well-defined functions for each employee. This type of structure is
especially suitable for large
companies that have varied
product lines, long or complex
projects and a rapidly
changing work environment.

✖ Flat structure. It refers to a
structure where employees
can make decisions quickly,
as many levels of middle
management are eliminated.
This type of structure is
very often adopted by small
companies at the beginning of
their business.
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 B New strategies for businesses
of the future

Start-up companies
A start-up is a company in its early stages of operations
founded by one or more entrepreneurs to develop an
innovative product or service and bring it to market. By
its nature, the typical start-up tends to be small at the
beginning, and it is financed by the founders and other
people who share the vision. The first steps of a start-up
are usually difficult. One of the first tasks of a start-up is
raising a substantial amount of money to further develop the product or the service. To do that, the
founders have to make a strong argument in support of their claim that their idea is truly new or a
great improvement to something which already exists on the market. Examples of successful start-up
companies are Airbnb, Facebook and Twitter.

Micro enterprises: microcredit for small businesses

A micro enterprise is a small business which sells goods and services
to a local area or a local market. Generally, it employs a small number of
employees, is geographically restricted and has a turnover less than two
million euros. Typically, a micro enterprise starts with a small amount of capital advanced from a
bank or other financial institutions known as micro credit or micro finance. Most micro enterprises
specialize in providing goods or services for their local areas in order to improve people’s quality
of life. Micro enterprises not only help improve the quality of life for the owners, they also add
value to the local economy. The idea of micro enterprises and micro finance was developed in
the late 1970s in Bangladesh as a way to provide people in need with a way to sustain themselves

GLOSSARY

Entrepreneurs: imprenditori
Founders: fondatori
Micro enterprise: micro impresa
Turnover: giro d’affari
Microloan: micro prestito
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economic growth,
full and productive
employment and
decent work for all.
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1 THE WORLD
OF BUSINESS

1. Choose the most appropriate answer.

a A start-up company is founded to…

o sell goods and services to a local area

o develop an innovative product or service

b At the beginning, a start-up needs…

o a lot of money

o an innovative idea

c In order to further develop the product or the service, the founders of a start-up have to

o convince the investors that their idea is successful

o improve the initial idea

d Generally, a micro enterprise…

o needs a small amount of capital at the beginning

o employs quite a lot of people

e Most micro enterprises…

o are not financed by banks locally established

o try to improve the quality of life of people living in the area

f The idea of micro enterprises and micro finance was born…

o in the last century

o recently

g Grameen Bank is…

o one of the organisations which provide microloans

o the only bank which provides microloans

h One of the strengths of microloan is that…

o the money repaid is given to someone else

o every single dollar is spent to repay the loan

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Communication and public speaking • Digital competence

2. INTERNET  + WRITING  + SPEAKING Search the net and find further information about Muhammad Yunus.

Write a brief report, then share with the class. You must include the following points:

• place of birth

• where he studied

• the prize he received in 2006

• his main achievements

financially and economically. Muhammad Yunus
developed Grameen Bank in 1976 to provide
microloan financing to poor people, many of them
women. A key to micro finance is the recycling of
funds. Once the loan is repaid, usually within six
months to a year, the money is recycled to another
loan. This helps multiply the impact of each dollar
loaned on beating global poverty and changing poor
people’s lives.
Since then, a number of organisations have
developed micro enterprise programs, above all in
developing countries.

Adapted by www.investopedia.com

Muhammad Yunus
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 C Globalisation and
multinational corporations

Globalisation
From a business perspective, globalisation refers to the process by which
the world is becoming increasingly interconnected as a result of the
growing economic integration between continents.
Capitals, goods and services move more freely between countries, international trade has
increased, as well as the number of multinational corporations with subsidiaries in many
countries. In recent decades the process of globalisation has accelerated, and a variety of factors has
facilitated this process:

✖ The development of technology has made it easier to communicate and share information
around the world. The growth of the Internet has increased e-commerce, allowing firms of
all sizes to compete more easily in global markets and consumers all over the world to buy
products online around the clock.

✖ Transports have become cheaper and faster, making global travel easier. Transport
improvements in containerisation have significantly reduced freight charges making trade
cheaper and more efficient.

✖ Cheap labour and lower costs of manufacturing in developing countries have attracted
investment above all from multinationals which often transfer their production to these places.

✖ The World Trade Organisation (WTO) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF)*
have promoted trade between countries by lowering tariffs and lending money.

*See Section 1-2, page 73

Economic globalisation is a widely discussed topic.
Overall, what are the advantages and disadvantages
of globalisation? Supporters argue that globalisation
raises productivity and wages, creates more jobs,

������

����

GLOSSARY

Freight charges: costi di spedizione
Subsidiaries: società controllate
Unemployment: disoccupazione
Wages: salario, stipendio
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1 THE WORLD
OF BUSINESS

1. Match the sentence halves.

a Globalisation refers to the process 1 has facilitated the process of globalisation.

b In recent decades, 2 have made global travel easier.

c A variety of factors 3 by which the world is becoming increasingly
interconnected.

d The growth of the Internet 4 have attracted investment above all from
multinationals.

e Transports 5 the process of globalisation has accelerated.

f Lower costs of manufacturing in
developing countries

6 has allowed companies to compete more
easily in global markets.

2. VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT Match each verb with its synonym.

a Increase 1 Speed up

b Buy 2 Simplify

c Accelerate 3 Diminish

d Facilitate 4 Became greater

e Reduce 5 Purchase

3. LISTENING TRACK 02 – Listen to the economist Paul Brown talking about the beginning of

globalisation, then decide if the statements are True or False.

a Globalisation is a process driven by international trade and investment. T F

b The first phase of globalisation is characterized by the exchange

of goods rather than knowledge. T F

c The heliocentric view of the solar system was discovered during the first phase of globalisation. T F

d The spread of democratic ideals started with the discovery of the Americas. T F

e The 19th century was characterised by important technological progress. T F

f During the second half of the 19th century, the telegraph was invented. T F

4. LISTENING TRACK 02 – Listen again, then correct the false statements.

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Communication and public speaking • Creative and critical thinking • Social responsibility

5. SPEAKING  Are you pro-globalist or anti-globalist? Do you perceive globalisation as opportunity or

threat? Give reasons to support your answer.

6. SPEAKING In your opinion, how has globalisation affected your live? Discuss with the class.
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lowers prices of products in the world economy and it has the potential to make this world a
better place to live by reducing unemployment and poverty. Opponents, however, argue that
globalisation is not working for the majority of the world and that it will widen the gap between
the rich and the poor. Moreover, they accuse multinational corporations of social injustice,
unfair working conditions, as well as a lack of concern for the environment.
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Globe based companies:
multinational corporations

A multinational corporation (MNC) is a company that operates
in many different countries at the same time and derives at least a
quarter of its revenues outside its home country. A multinational
corporation has a central holding company, which hosts its headquarters, and a number of
subsidiary companies around the world. To become a multinational corporation, the business
must be large and must own a huge amount of assets. The continued growth characterises this
kind of companies which strive to grow their economic size by constantly upgrading and even
doing mergers and acquisitions. In order to achieve significant growth, corporations need to
make use of capital-intensive technology, especially in their production and marketing. To do so,
multinationals employ the best managers who are capable of running a huge business by handling
vast funds, using advanced technology, managing workers and spending large amounts of money
on marketing and advertising to increase sales.

Having subsidiaries in other countries benefits multinational corporations in a variety of ways:
✖ Access to lower production costs. If they set up production in developing countries, they

spend less on production costs. They can also avoid a country’s restrictions on imports by
producing inside the country.

✖ Efficiency. Setting up the business in countries where the target market of a company is
located helps cut down transport costs, and gives multinational corporations easier access to
consumer feedback and information.

✖ Employment. Multinational corporations hire local workers who know the culture of their
environment and are therefore able to give helpful insider feedback on what the locals want.

Unfortunately, there are some disadvantages to the countries where multinationals operate.
Multinational corporations often use up non-renewable resources causing pollution. They also
tend to excessively exploit local natural resources and often underpaid employees who work in
poor health and safety conditions.

Adapted from https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com

GLOSSARY

Growth: crescita
Handle (to): gestire
Increase (to): aumentare
Strive (to): lottare, battersi
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1 THE WORLD
OF BUSINESS

7. VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT Match each word in bold in the previous text with its definition.

a Central holding company 1 The chief administrative office of a company

b Headquarter 2 When two companies of about the same size join forces to
move forward as a single new entity

c Subsidiary company 3 When a company takes over another company, and
establishes itself as the new owner

d Merger 4 A type of organisation that has interests in other
companies, controls their policies and oversees their
decisions.

e Acquisition 5 A company that is owned or controlled by another
company

8. Complete the sentences with the missing words.

a Multinational corporations are companies that ………………………….. in many different countries.

b A multinational corporation has a central ………………………………….. company and some

……………………………………………….

c Multinational corporations are characterised by a continued ………………………………...

d In order to achieve significant growth, multinationals do ……………………………………….. and ………………

e Having subsidiaries in ………………………. countries, multinational corporations lower production costs.

f Very often multinationals cause environmental pollution and exploit nature and …………………………………..

9. LISTENING TRACK 03 – Listen and decide if the statements are True, False or Not Mentioned.

a Multinational corporations started when European rulers decided to explore the world. T F NM

b The first monarchs to conduct expeditions were Spanish and Portuguese. T F NM

c The very first multinational corporation was The East India Company. T F NM

d The East India Company was founded by the British in 1616. T F NM

e The East India Company had its headquarters in London. T F NM

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Communication and public speaking • Digital competence

10. INTERNET  + SPEAKING Multinationals expand their business also through Takeovers and Joint Ventures.

Search the net, find the definition of the words, then report to the class.
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 D Business sectors and
economic systems

Sectors of activity
Economic activities are divided into three sectors: the primary, secondary, and tertiary sectors.
The primary sector includes business organisations involved with the production or the
extraction of raw materials from natural sources. The primary sector comprises agriculture,
farming, fishing, forestry, and mining.
In most developing countries, the primary sector constitutes a large part of their economy.
The secondary sector includes the manufacturing and construction industries which use
products of the primary sector and process them to make finished products for the final customer.
The processed products are then distributed to retail outlets by a distributor in the tertiary sector.
Examples include textiles, furniture, and clothing.
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1. VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT Match each word from the text with its definition. Help yourself with the

dictionary if necessary.

a Raw materials 1 Make or produce by hand or machinery, esp. on a large scale

b Manufacture 2 Person who buys goods or services from another

c Process 3 Engage or make use of the services of a person in return for money

d Customer 4 Not processed, finished, treated, or refined

e Employ 5 Treat or prepare (raw materials by some process, as in manufacturing

2. Use the words from the above exercise to complete the following sentences. You may need to change

the words to adapt them to the context.

a ………………………………. buy food in supermarkets.

b We import ………………………… and export industrial products.

c The company ……………………….. hundreds of cars every day

d When raw food is industrially treated it becomes …………………………… food.

e The tertiary sector …………………………. nearly 80% of the active population.

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Communication and public speaking • Creative and critical thinking

3. SPEAKING   Can you give some examples of chain production and distribution? (Ex. cows/ bottling of milk

/ yogurt purchased from a supermarket).

4. LISTENING TRACK 04 – Listen and complete the passage with the words you hear.

How employment structures have changed over time

In the UK, in 1800 most people were employed in the 1) ………………………………... Many people worked on the

land, and made their 2) ……………………………… from agriculture and related products.

With the Industrial 3) …………………………………………., more people were needed to build ships, work in

steel-making and with textiles. All of these jobs are found in the 4) …………………………………. By 1900, over half of

the 5) ………………………………….. in the UK were employed in secondary industries.

From 6) ………………………………, fewer people were required to work on the land and in industry, as

7) …………………………………. could carry out most of the work that people previously did.

The demand for work increased in the tertiary sector and many people left the 8) ………………………………….. in

the search for jobs in the towns and cities to work in schools, hospitals and the retail industry. By the year

2000, over half of the UK workforce were employed in 9) ………………………………………….. and only a small number

were employed in primary industries. This has changed the work that people do, and also where they work.

Quaternary industries, a relatively 10) ………………………………………………, are becoming an important and growing

sector in the UK as many firms want to 11) ……………………………….. research and development for their products.

The tertiary sector includes business organisations involved
in providing services to the public. It employs the majority
of the active population and it is the driving force behind the
economy. Examples include hotels, retail industry, restaurants,
and sales. Each of these sectors relies on the products produced
in the secondary and primary sectors. The movements of
goods and services through the primary, secondary and third
sector is referred to as the “chain of production”.
A subcategory has emerged within the tertiary sector known
as the quaternary sector, which provides know-how
to businesses through information and communication
technologies, consultancies and research.
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5. What economic system do the following statements refer to? Complete the table.

a The market decides freely the prices of
goods and services.

b In this system, private and public
enterprises coexist.

c Economic decisions are made exclusively
by the governments.

d Production and distribution are the
bases of it.

e This kind of economy provides stability
to a country, but can also limit its
growth.

f The role of the governments is limited to
setting the rules of the market.

Economic systems

The traditional economy is a system where
tradition guides economic decisions such as
production and distribution. Traditional economies
depend on agriculture, fishing, hunting, gathering
or some combination of the
above.
The free market system,
also known as “capitalism”,
is an economy where the
market is allowed to decide
the prices of goods and
services based on the forces
of supply and demand.
There is no governmental
economic intervention in
a free market system, and
the customers can therefore
chose from a variety of
competing products.
The role of the governments is limited to creating the rules that every company must follow to
guarantee fair competition and health and safety requirements.
The mixed economic system, or dual economy, is an economic system where the private and the
public enterprise coexist. A mixed economic system protects private property, but also allows for
governments to interfere in economic activities. In this type of economy, the government sustains
economic growth while protecting people from the excesses of competition.
Planned economy is a kind of economy where economic decisions are made by a government,
which determines what sorts of goods and services to produce, and how they are to be priced and
allocated. Planned economies basically give the government dictatorship type control over the
resources of a country. Planned economies can provide stability, but also can limit the growth of a
country by restricting innovation..

Adapted from www.investorwords.com,
www.investopedia.com and www.myaccountingcourse.com

GLOSSARY

Dictatorship: dittatura
Rules: regole
Supply and demand: offerta e domanda

Online

tutor
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Case study
A Start-up company

1. Answer the questions.

a Who was Chitè founded by?

b What items of clothing does Chitè manufacture?

c Why is Chitè an innovative startup?

d How can clients customize their underwear?

e Why has Chitè chosen to release ready-to-wear mini collections instead of following the traditional

seasonal fashion calendar?

f Why can we say that Chitè products are environmental-friendly?

A fashion tech startup
Chitè is a young Italian lingerie brand, born out of

the idea by two young women to revolutionize the

concept of customer experience. Chitè has a dual

nature: on one hand it is a Made in Italy lingerie

brand with a fresh, unusual yet simple design, on

the other hand it is an innovative startup, the first of

its kind to offer an online customization platform

for made-to-measure underwear. The brand aims

therefore at satisfying the needs of every woman by

giving her the chance of truly expressing herself at

her best through a piece of lingerie.

The customization platform
The customization platform, which was officially

launched on 14th April 2020, is based on 3D

technology and guides the client through every step

of the customization: the user will be able to choose

every single component from fabrics to straps. The

company can create a truly made-to-measure product

by asking the clients to provide only two sizes: the

cup and the under bust.

Chitè ready-to-wear capsule collections
Chitè also creates and sells ready-to-wear mini

collections launched every 1st of the month. The

founders have decided to avoid the traditional

seasonal calendar in fashion. The reason behind

this decision lies in the choice of supporting local

craftsmanship. Every single product is made by

Italian independent artisans according to the

Slow Couture philosophy, with a vertical control

over every single step of the supply chain., This is

why Chitè is able to provide work to the artisans

throughout the year.

Sustainability
Sustainability is approached in a dual way, firstly

by supporting Italian artisans in an industry where

most of the players have decided to de-localize the

production and supply chain towards countries with

cheaper labor costs; secondly, by choosing certified

products that are environmentally-friendly. More

specifically, Chitè is totally plastic-free and their new

launches are made from sustainable fabrics.

“Life is too short
to wear boring

undies”

Federica Tiranti and Chiara Marconi - Founders of Chité

Percorsi per
le competenze

trasversali e per
l’orientamento
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Chitè’s facts & numbers

2. What do the following numbers refer to?

€ 85

€10

15

80%

35%

€ 35

33K

Chitè Lover’s Club

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Communication and public speaking • Creative and critical thinking

3. SPEAKING Would you be interested in joining the Lover’s Club? What are the

benefits of getting a subscription?

4. SPEAKING Intimissimi and La Perla are examples of two lingerie brands, the first one

produces underwear at affordable prices, while the second is a luxury brand. Look at

their websites and write a report pointing out differences and similarities between

the two brands, then say what are, in your opinion, Chitè strengths compared to

them. Discuss with the class.

The Lover’s Club is an innovative and inclusive space for all

women to come together. The platform is focused on bringing

together a community of dynamic and independent women who

support one another with the strong message that greater things

can be achieved when women stand united.

The Lover’s Club members will gain exclusive access to

reserved promotions, special discounts, previews of upcoming

collections, and much more. The great feature of this club is that

it is entirely free to sign up.

The Lover’s Club includes the Lover’s Shop. Here you can find all kinds of cute gifts, including the ‘5 more minutes’

sleep eye-masks, satin Lover’s Club scrunches, Vitamin Chité Eau De Parfum, Lover diamante hairpins, and their

fabulous customisable Lover knickers! This service provides the shopper with the tools to create and design their very

own personalised panties while in the comfort of their own home. What more can a woman want, and after all, who says

underwear has to be boring?
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Unit 02

From the press
1. LISTENING TRACK 05 – Listen to the article as you read it, then chose the most

appropriate answer for each question.

Adapted from www.forbes.com - Mar 21, 2020

a Franchising can help small businesses…

o become bigger and more profitable

o avoid paying higher taxes

b Franchisees can be owned by…

o a single owner or large companies

o large companies that operate in a single country

c The investment capital of a franchise is provided by…

o the franchisor

o the franchisee

Franchise your business for successful
growth: what you should know

Franchising can provide small

businesses a pathway to quicker

growth and profitability that

is not normally achieved by

companies which own their own

locations. Indeed in some cases

franchising has enabled small

businesses to grow into national

and internationally recognized

brands.

Over 35,000 franchises are sold

each year, representing $27

billion dollars in investment capital. Franchisees range from single franchise owners to

large companies that own multiple franchise brands.

The advantages a franchise can provide include faster system growth, strong brand

recognition, investment capital provided by the franchisees and the dedication and

commitment of an owner-operator. However, despite these advantages, not every

franchise start-up achieves success. To be successful a new franchise system must

overcome several challenges to reach specific goals.

Each year thousands of franchises sprout from the seeds of independent businesses that

previously operated from one or more company owned locations. Since the franchise

model can propel small companies to great success, franchising appeals to hundreds of

businesses seeking a portion of the wealth and success achieved by for example Subway

or McDonalds.
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d To be successful, a new franchise…

o has to overcome several difficulties

o must focus on the support of the local authority as its main goal

e Franchising looks appealing…

o because of the examples of Subway and McDonalds

o because franchisors can easily reach fame and success

2. Complete the sentences with the missing words.

a Franchising allows small businesses to become …………………………………………… brands.

b Franchisees can go from single franchise …………………………………………………… to large firms

that own several franchise brands.

c Among the …………………………………………………… of a franchise there are a faster system growth

and a strong brand recognition.

d The franchise ……………………………………………… can boost small companies to great success.

e The advantages of a franchise in comparison to company owned

…………………………………………… is that it can provide faster growth.

3. LISTENING TRACK 06 – Listen and decide if the statements are True, False or Not

Mentioned.

a In order to successfully build and develop a franchise, at least 4 components

are required. T F NM

b Having multiple company locations can boost the franchise’s success. T F NM

c Starting a franchise always requires a large base of potential shareholders. T F NM

d To launch a franchise program, a franchisee must invest from $250,000 to

$500,000 in capital. T F NM

e Fast food franchisees do not require big initial investment. T F NM

f To be the leader of a franchise you have to possess suitable requisites. T F NM

g A good training program is not always necessary to start a franchise. T F NM

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Communication and public speaking • Digital competence

4. INTERNET  + SPEAKING

Search the net to find

information about Hertz,

the largest car rental

business and one of the

biggest franchise brand

in the world. Take notes,

then introduce the

company to the class.
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Unit 03

Video corner
What is a multinational corporation?

1. VIDEO  + LISTENING TRACK 07 – Watch the video or listen to it, then choose the most

appropriate answer.

a A multination corporation has

facilities and assets…

o in at least one country

o abroad and in its home country

b A multinational corporation usually

has…

o centralized headquarters

o offices and factories from where

they coordinate the business

c Generally, a multinational corporation

derives…

o half of its revenue from operations

in its home country

o at least a quarter of its revenue

from operations outside of its

home country

d Multinationals…

o have the same characteristics all

over the world

o can have different characteristics

e The largest 100 multinationals

worldwide…

o are based in foreign countries

o control about 40 percent of world

trade

f One of the advantages in establishing

a multinational corporation is…

o a larger market share

o increased vertical and horizontal

economies

g Establishing a multinational

corporation can be difficult because

of…

o unexperienced personnel

o cultural barriers from country to

country

h Critics of multinational corporations

consider them…

o a mean of foreign supremacy

o a way of illegally transferring

technical expertise to more

powerful countries

Video
What is a
multinational
corporation?
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2. VIDEO  + LISTENING TRACK 07 – Watch the video again or listen to it one more time,

then complete the sentences.

a Multinational companies have offices and/or factories in

…………………………………………………….

b There are …………………………………… of multinational corporations.

c Some centralized corporations acquire cost advantage through centralized production

wherever …………………………………………… are available.

d About 35,000 companies have …………………………………………………… in foreign countries.

e Unpredictable obstacles can occur when companies establish offices and

………………………………… around the world.

3. VOCABULARY IN CONTEXT Match each word with its definition.

a Assets 1 Income that a business has from its normal business
activities

b Factory 2 A company or a business

c Revenue 3 Total resources of a business

d Enterprise 4 The action of buying and selling good and services

e Trade 5 Place where goods are manufactured

PROFESSIONALLYVALUED SKILLS

Build up your 21st century competencies: • Creative and critical thinking
• Social responsibility

4. WRITING  + TOWARDS THE WRITTEN EXAM “Multinational

corporations do control. They control the

politicians. They control the media. They control

the pattern of consumption, entertainment,

thinking. They are destroying the planet and laying

the foundation for violent outbursts and racial

division” - Jerry Brown, American politician, born

April 7, 1938. Do you agree with his view? Comment

on J. Brown’s statement and justify your answers

(about 300 words).

Scarica la app
GUARDA!
e inquadrami

ADDITIONAL VIDEO

Video
Alina, 11 years,
CEO and
founder of Zolly
Candy

Jerry Brown


